16.03.19
WEM 2019 Round 2
Red Bull Ring

Qualification:
First, GT3 qualifying, LMP1 qualifying afterwards.
The GT3 qualifying will be ended by the checkered flag, after wich the started round
may be finished. Then the GT3 will get into the Pit and the LMP1 qualifying will be
started
Apps:
OSRW Race Admin App has to be used, RZ-Pittime App is used. Please turn off all
other Apps like PLP or variations of OSRW.
Länge:
Race duration is 3 Hours
The server will be set to 3:10:00 (10 minutes for Recon lap + formation lap)
Pit Stop:
Speedlimit for the pitlane is 80 Km/h, beginning at the pit entry line.
The speedlimit applies to the entire pit lane..
Pit entry and exit are marked on both sides with signs labled „PIT IN“ and „PIT OUT“
Violating the speedlimit will result in an automatic penalty by the OSRW Race Admin App,
depending on the violation.

The minimum pit stop duration, from pit entry line to pit exit line, is 3 minutes.
Bei der Boxenausfahrt darf die weiße Linie zur Strecke nicht überfahren werden,
ansonsten droht eine Strafe durch die Live ReKo.
IWhen exiting the pit lane, the white line separating the track from the pit lane, must not be
crossed. You'll get a penalty by the Live ReKo if you do.
Verhalten:
All LMP 1 cars have to turn on the Headlights.
All GT3 cars have to keep their line. Lapping LMP 1 cars have to adjust their line,
respecting the GT3 cars.
Incidents and question regarding the event are to be discussed with the Live ReKo. In Live
ReKo you'll wait in the Channel "Warteraum" until someone of the Live ReKo takes you to
the conversation.
Regarding Cutting; as always. 2 tires on track, report violations to the Live ReKo and the
Live ReKo will be watching you
In case, the safety car has to roll out, it will try to catch the leader of the GT3 class. Since
the the Safety Car can't wait 2 minutes for the leader to arrive, we will send it out as we
see fit. Before the Race goes green again, the LMP 1 will be called behind the Safety Car.
Start:
The race will be started by running start.
Before the start, only the Pacecar will be on the track.
The cars will drive to the starting grid by Recon lap, to wich the drivers will be called on the
track one by one, out of the pit lane.
Uneven grid places (1st, 3rd, 5th...etc.) go on the left side, even grid places (2nd,
4th, 6th....etc.) go on the right side.
During formation lap, overtaking is forbidden. After turn 8 (Würth) the grid will drive in
double file.
The start command will be given by the OSRW app.
If there are problems with the Pacecar (accident, etc.) the first LMP 1 car will lead the grid
to the start. The speed should match the Pacecar (100 Km/h +/- 10 Km/h).

